Wound healing and the aged patient.
The aged patient is more susceptible to wound healing problems because of the interactions of body systems, environmental stresses, and disease with an aging process that takes place over many years. The multifactorial nature of wound healing in the elderly makes it difficult to determine whether observed healing problems are attributable to results of aging or other factors. Healing is affected by multiple factors in addition to patient age, which itself is not a dependable indicator of physiologic health. Some of these factors are disease, nutrition, perfusion, skin quality, environment, and individual responses to life events. It is particularly difficult for the aged patient to sustain the motivation to participate in care required during the healing process when cascading problems are allowed to build on the decreasing functions and reserve capacities of aging body systems and deplete available energy levels. Assessment of each individual is required because of the wide variety of aging changes and healing responses seen in aged patients. Compared with a younger adult, the aged patient generally heals well, following the same healing process but at a slower rate. Wound healing for the aged can be optimized through techniques of energy conservation, correction of existing problems, and management of risks related to aging and the individual patient. Healing problems are usually the result of decreases in systemic and local perfusion, decreases in the ability to ward off infection, and fragility of aging skin. The aged patient requires the same care as younger patients. It is more critical that this care be meticulously delivered with particular attention to care of intact skin, effects of chronic disease and medications, motivation, social habits, and discharge planning. Nurses can promote improved healing through the care they provide and by studying the progression of healing in aged patients.